UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE RESPONSE TO ORDER NO. 5055
(April 19, 2019)

By Order No. 5055, issued on April 12, 2019, the Commission issued a preliminary determination to unseal the contents of PRC-LR-ACR2018-NP3 (hereinafter “PRC-LR-NP3”). The Order established April 19, 2019, as the date by which any interested parties could respond to the preliminary determination to unseal the contents of PRC-LR-NP3.

Despite strong effort to submit a timely response, the Postal Service is in need of additional time to finalize its draft submission. The Commission’s preliminary determination regarding the Inbound Letter Post product raises a number of issues the response to which requires extensive coordination within the Postal Service, as well as senior level review. The Postal Service has been unable to finalize the document within the 7-day filing deadline, particularly since the deadline coincides with two major spring holidays this weekend. The Postal Service accordingly requests a three business day extension, until April 24, 2019, for filing comments in response to the Commission’s preliminary determination to unseal the contents of PRC-LR-NP3.

---

No party should be unduly prejudiced by the extension. There is no pending
deadline in Docket No. ACR2018 associated with the information in question and no
further expectation of Commission activity between now and April 24, 2019 on this
subject matter requiring public comment.
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